The Six Arm & the Four Arm Chandelier are made with identical parts. Only difference is two less arms on 874.

Re-created Cornelius Grape & Leaf Gas Chandeliers & Sconce. Originals were 1840-50 when drooping chains were design elements of the time. Both chandeliers & sconce use 2 5/8” fitters for our hand-cut ball shades. Chandeliers are made 63” tall but easily shortened to as little as 30”. Spread is 39”. A 4 & a 6-arm chandelier are available.

Sconce Meas: Cluster grape & leaf backplate is 8 ½” wide OA. The internal solid disk of this canopy is 5” dia. Sconce OA Ht: 11”. Projects into the room 13”. Available in Pol Brass or Antique Finish.
874-IRS-PB Neo-Rococo Sconce Polished Unlac Brass $1,295.00  
874-IRS-DK Neo-Rococo Sconce Antique Brass Finish $1,350.00

874-QCH-RG (not illustrated but components are) Neo-Rococo Cornelius Grape & Leaf 4 Light Chandelier in Polished Brass $4,450.00  
874-QCH-DK (not illustrated but components are) Neo-Rococo Cornelius Grape & Leaf 4 Light Chandelier. Antique Brass $4,650.00

876-HCH-RG Neo-Rococo Cornelius Grape & Leaf 6 Light Chandelier in Polished Brass (center photograph) $5,195.00  
876-HCH-DK Neo-Rococo Cornelius Grape & Leaf 6 Light Chandelier. Antique Brass Finish (right of center photograph) $5,695.00

Shades and the brass crowns for the shades, are optional and sold separately. All lights, on this page, are shown with 0162G shade. It’s one choice of 11 different hand-cut 2 5/8” fitter shades that we make.